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DR MARTIN BAXMANN is CEO and founder of Orthodentix, a group of four clinics
specialized in orthodontic treatment and MyOrthoLab which delivers specialized
orthodontic laboratory service all over Europe. He has developed various orthodontic
appliances (e.g. Baxmann Mini Telescope, SymBlock, Baxmann Lingual O.S.A.S),
instruments (e.g. Lingual Wire Adapter) and tools for radiographic diagnoses and case
planning. He lectures regularly worldwide his one-year-course and also in single day
courses on various topics. His special interests are biomechanics and wire bending, class II
treatment, mini-implants and treatments with self ligating labial and complex contexts
in simple and understandable ways.

COURSE TOPICS
Accurate Finishing is often seen as the highest level of orthodontics and it is definitely
the most desired and admired skill for every orthodontist. That‘s why there is such a high
demand on courses for it. But unfortunately most of these courses solely concentrate on
wire bending as ultimo ratio rather than avoiding problems in the first place! Indeed really
successful and efficient finishing does start much earlier during treatment.
In Dr. Baxmann‘s LeanOrthodonics® the finishing starts right at the beginning. And that’s
for a reason. A careful planning process of all treatment possibilities, appliances and
mechanics including all their possible side-effects build step one. Next learn how to apply
the Baxmann Keys® and the idea of backwards planning. With this course you will never
again miss any valuable treatment option and you learn how to successfully anticipate
any problem that can arise. Use an evidence-based approach to choose appliances
and mechanics that really work. Dr. Baxmann will additionally show simple, effective
reproducible ways of trouble shooting and how to make clear and reliable decisions.
And as the ultimate bonus let Dr. Baxmann‘s energy and enthusiasm inspire you to stay
motivated and focused on the three most important goals for every orthodontist:
1. Produce outstanding clinical results
2. Make sure your patients are happy with your work
3. Work smarter not harder and love what you do
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